
SLAB IMAGES



Palatial
Palatial Range evokes the grandeur, finesse and 

the scintillating elegance of the great palaces of 
this world.

“You are magnificent beyond measure.”
-Abiola Abrams



Super White (SPECTA / PL-101)

Plain bright white surface having super-smooth 
texture & high gloss



Super White (SPECTA / PL-101)

Plain bright white surface having super-smooth 
texture & high gloss



Gold Rush (SPECTA / PL-191)

Absolutely exquisite white body with delicately-smooth texture 
and high-gloss accentuated with subtle rustic gold veins.



Gold Rush (SPECTA / PL-191)

Absolutely exquisite white body with delicately-smooth texture 
and high-gloss accentuated with subtle rustic gold veins.



White Harmony (SPECTA / PL-111-1)

High-gloss and ultra-smooth texture in cool white body 
with crackling gray veins 



White Harmony (SPECTA / PL-111-1)

High-gloss and ultra-smooth texture in cool white body 
with crackling gray veins 



Divine Gold (SPECTA / PL-191-4)

Pristine white body in a super-smooth texture and high-gloss 
feel, accentuated with long golden veins



Divine Gold (SPECTA / PL-191-4)

Pristine white body in a super-smooth texture and high-gloss 
feel, accentuated with long golden veins



Mystic River (SPECTA / PL-111-4)

High-gloss & ultra-smooth luxurious white body with 
striking long gray veins 



Mystic River (SPECTA / PL-111-4)

High-gloss & ultra-smooth luxurious white body with 
striking long gray veins 



White Vortex (SPECTA / PL-101-B1)

Ultra-smooth, high-gloss blissful white body, with 
gold and bluish-gray long veins



White Vortex (SPECTA / PL-101-B1)

Ultra-smooth, high-gloss blissful white body, with 
gold and bluish-gray long veins



Black Velvet (SPECTA / PL-104-3)

Brownish-black background with thick off-white veins 
blended harmoniously, creating an ice-like effect



Black Velvet (SPECTA / PL-104-3)

Brownish-black background with thick off-white veins 
blended harmoniously, creating an ice-like effect



Arctic Waves (SPECTA / PL-111-3)

Cool white body having super-smooth texture and high 
gloss with rich charcoal veins



Arctic Waves (SPECTA / PL-111-3)

Cool white body having super-smooth texture and high 
gloss with rich charcoal veins



Calacatta Dorado (SPECTA / PL-101-M3)

Ultra-smooth, high-gloss, super white body, with subtle gray 
waves and fine long gold & gray veins



Calacatta Dorado (SPECTA / PL-101-M3)

Ultra-smooth, high-gloss, super white body, with subtle gray 
waves and fine long gold & gray veins



Adiva
Dazzling, Incredible, Vivacious, Amazing.

Adiva range is inspired by the mesmerizing
elegance of a diva.

“Diva to me means doing 
something supernatural with

something natural.”
-Patti LuPone



Blossom White (SPECTA / AD-421-6)

Absolute white rich surface with fluttering bluish-gray veins 
flowing across accentuated with gray flowery veins



Blossom White (SPECTA / AD-421-6)

Absolute white rich surface with fluttering bluish-gray veins 
flowing across accentuated with gray flowery veins



Magic Night (SPECTA / AD-104-2)

Resplendent black surface with dynamic subtle 
white veins flowing across the slab



Magic Night (SPECTA / AD-104-2)

Resplendent black surface with dynamic subtle 
white veins flowing across the slab



Divine Dusk (SPECTA / AD-104-M1)

Absolute jet-black base along with striking white waves 
and long white veins flowing across in a diagonal pattern 



Divine Dusk (SPECTA / AD-104-M1)

Absolute jet-black base along with striking white waves 
and long white veins flowing across in a diagonal pattern 



Classic Calacatta (SPECTA / AD-101-M2)

A soft-white background with high-gloss and smooth texture 
along with warm white waves and fine long gray veins.



Classic Calacatta (SPECTA / AD-101-M2)

A soft-white background with high-gloss and smooth texture 
along with warm white waves and fine long gray veins.



Allura
The quality of being powerfully and

mysteriously attractive or fascinating is the
allure of this range.

“The elusive gift of blending austerity
of craft with elasticity of allure.”

-Joyce Carol



Gallium (SPECTA / AL-2211)

A finely blended background of white and gray, 
accentuated with short charcoal veins



Gallium (SPECTA / AL-2211)

A finely blended background of white and gray, 
accentuated with short charcoal veins



Elan Gray (SPECTA / AL-2133)

Shades of gray blended in marble like pattern 
with short charcoal veins



Elan Gray (SPECTA / AL-2133)

Shades of gray blended in marble like pattern 
with short charcoal veins



Gold Dust (SPECTA /AL-2966)

Shades of rich-brown blended in marble-like 
pattern with short rustic-golden veins



Gold Dust (SPECTA /AL-2966)

Shades of rich-brown blended in marble-like 
pattern with short rustic-golden veins



Castle White (SPECTA / AL-3113)

Shades of Gray & White blended 
with brownish-gray veins



Castle White (SPECTA / AL-3113)

Shades of Gray & White blended 
with brownish-gray veins



Natura Beige (SPECTA / AL-1922)

Shades of beige mixed in a flowy marble like 
pattern with rustic gold veins 



Natura Beige (SPECTA / AL-1922)

Shades of beige mixed in a flowy marble like 
pattern with rustic gold veins 



Natura White (SPECTA / AL-1111)

Shades of white merged harmoniously in a flowy marble 
like pattern accentuated with short brownish gray  veins



Natura White (SPECTA / AL-1111)

Shades of white merged harmoniously in a flowy marble 
like pattern accentuated with short brownish gray  veins



Nexus White (SPECTA / AL-3210)

Shades of white & gray blended harmoniously with natural quartz 
shade into a flowy marble-like pattern accentuated with 

elongated short gray veins



Nexus White (SPECTA / AL-3210)

Shades of white & gray blended harmoniously with natural quartz 
shade into a flowy marble-like pattern accentuated with 

elongated short gray veins



Winter Gray (SPECTA / AL-1136)

Shades of grays blended harmoniously in a flowy marble 
like pattern accentuated with off-white short veins



Winter Gray (SPECTA / AL-1136)

Shades of grays blended harmoniously in a flowy marble 
like pattern accentuated with off-white short veins



Coastal Fog (SPECTA / AL-4155)

Shades of beige accentuated with off-white veins 
smoothly merging into the body



Coastal Fog (SPECTA / AL-4155)

Shades of beige accentuated with off-white veins 
smoothly merging into the body



Maven
Designed and crafted for a fine sensibility,
Maven literally means a connoisseur.

“Elegance is the only beauty
that never fades.”

-Audery Hepburn



Fluttering White (SPECTA / MV-321)

An absolute white base with gray fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Fluttering White (SPECTA / MV-321)

An absolute white base with gray fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Golden Ripples (SPECTA / MV-391)

An absolute white base with rustic golden fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Golden Ripples (SPECTA / MV-391)

An absolute white base with rustic golden fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Mystic Fire (SPECTA / MV-394)

Brownish-black base with subtle rustic golden fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Mystic Fire (SPECTA / MV-394)

Brownish-black base with subtle rustic golden fluttering 
veins embedded flawlessly across the surface



Absolute White (SPECTA / MV-101)

Absolute white body with very fine grains



Absolute White (SPECTA / MV-101)

Absolute white body with very fine grains



Absolute Gray (SPECTA / MV-103)

Absolute rich-gray base with very fine grains



Absolute Gray (SPECTA / MV-103)

Absolute rich-gray base with very fine grains



Absolute Black (SPECTA / MV-104)

Absolute dense-black base with very fine grains



Absolute Black (SPECTA / MV-104)

Absolute dense-black base with very fine grains



“Simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication” 

-Leonardo da Vinci

Origins
Origins is the finesse of craft expressed

in absolute simplicity.



Starry White (SPECTA / OG-101)

Pristine white background with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



Starry White (SPECTA / OG-101)

Pristine white background with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



Starry Gray (SPECTA / OG-103)

Pristine gray background with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



Starry Gray (SPECTA / OG-103)

Pristine gray background with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



Starry Black (SPECTA / OG-104)

Resplendent black body with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



Starry Black (SPECTA / OG-104)

Resplendent black body with scattering 
chunks of glass and mirror



White Sand (SPECTA / OG-301)

Snow white body with sand-like grains



White Sand (SPECTA / OG-301)

Snow white body with sand-like grains



Desert Sand (SPECTA / OG-302)

Beige-brown body with sand-like grains



Desert Sand (SPECTA / OG-302)

Beige-brown body with sand-like grains



Gray Sand (SPECTA / OG-303)

Light gray body with sand-like grains 



Gray Sand (SPECTA / OG-303)

Light gray body with sand-like grains 



Gray Sand Neo (SPECTA / OG-303A)

Gray body with sand-like grains 



Gray Sand Neo (SPECTA / OG-303A)

Gray body with sand-like grains 



Uno Light Gray (SPECTA / OG-603)

Light gray body with grains 



Uno Light Gray (SPECTA / OG-603)

Light gray body with grains 



Uno Dark Gray (SPECTA / OG-606)

Dark gray body with grains 



Uno Dark Gray (SPECTA / OG-606)

Dark gray body with grains 



Uno Beige (SPECTA / OG-605)

Beige body with grains 



Uno Beige (SPECTA / OG-605)

Beige body with grains 



Pure Gray (SPECTA / OG-503)

Classic gray base with grains



Pure Gray (SPECTA / OG-503)

Classic gray base with grains



Pure Beige (SPECTA / OG-505)

Classic beige base with grains



Pure Beige (SPECTA / OG-505)

Classic beige base with grains




